Audit Národního úložiště šedé literatury (NUŠL) v NTK s použitím nástroje DRAMBORA: Audit of the National Repository of Grey Literature (NRGL) in NTK using DRAMBORA tool by unknown
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Ideal would be to add
more staff members to
the team and make
them share the
knowledge. Not in the









and activities to make it
easier and quicker for
new staff members to
acquire all necessary
skills - for 2012 even
more important 
Strategy Owner:
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Very Low Very Low
(Service
Delivery)
1 Treatment Strategy: To
try to get involved in
another successive
project and/or to find
another financing
source for the NUSL
repository - now integral
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Avoidance Strategy:
Bring this theme to the
proposed NUSL








This risk converted to
the risk of transferring
NUSL to standard NTK
services 
Strategy Owner: 
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3 Treatment Strategy: To
maintain and further
develop the written
disaster recovery plan -
maybe even test it
Strategy Owner:
Management
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Target: To have at least
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20 Treatment Strategy: To
try to find more
motivations for the
partners, to try to
simplify the process for
them, to explain better
the benefits of the
partnership (for





of the partners etc.).
Strategy Owner:
Management
Target: To define more
&quot;sales-like&quot;
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Treatment Strategy:
Promotion of the project
towards the partners








to get NUSL rated for
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NTK building -


































6 Treatment Strategy: To
find another source of
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Look for another grant




Target:  For the year
2013 is prepared a
tender for FAST
licences and services
for next 3 years.
Check Date:
2013-03-31
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3 Treatment Strategy: To
find/cover  the finances
within the NTK budget
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Target: For the year
2013 is prepared a
tender for FAST
licences and services
for next 3 years.
Check Date:
2013-03-31
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Include payment for the
FAST full version to the
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to adopt new Invenio
functionality in cca 3
years instead of FAST
Strategy Owner:
Management
Target: Draft of the
strategy for FAST
replacement with  new
Invenio functionality in
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Target: 2012 - risk
eliminated - see
Constraint NUSL
Methodology - keep up
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12 Treatment Strategy: To
look for the additional










date with all relevant
changes, for example
with new CDS Invenio
version and make it
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Assessment to map all
discovered policy
shortcomings and
check the list for
omisions. For the newly
discovered
undocumented policies
to start the process of
documenting them.
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Dissatisfied or Management Preservation of 2012-12-0 Low High (Service 8 Avoidance Strategy:
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risks 1 and 15
 




7 10:22:17 Delivery) Ensure the satisfaction
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- minimal risk. 
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on NUSL in the public
users, among partners
and on the ministery













of repozitar.cz with the
goal to take inspiration
Strategy Owner:
Management
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Dissemination presentations, articles,
personal visits etc.
about the importance of
supplying fulltexts to
NUSL in order to
support dissemination
of national grey




Target: The amount of
NUSL records with





Make year 2013  THE
year of fulltexts 
Strategy Owner:
Services
User Generated Risk Register
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story with one excellent






Target: 15 new partners
supplying fultexts to
NUSL in the year 2013
Check Date:
2013-11-30
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Together with the legal
support analyse the
main areas of changes
in the sample contract
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minimized by good
cooperation with lawyer 
Check Date:
2013-11-30
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Delivery)
2 Avoidance Strategy:
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possible / necessary
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the potential risk areas
Strategy Owner:
Management
Target: See risk desc. -
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8 Treatment Strategy: Try
to find potential new
source of legal support -
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contracts in the way
described in the related
risk, make all related
legal documents,
expertise etc. available
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Very High High (Service
Delivery)
20 Treatment Strategy: Try
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the revision of the
document typology
including the study of
similar typologies with
the aim to balance the
descriptivness and
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Type - keep this

























the change of the
metadata format
including the study of
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6 Treatment Strategy: To
define methodology and
software tools for
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Target: To know as
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16 Treatment Strategy: To
define new strategy and
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12 Avoidance Strategy: To
define further project
development, possibly




Target: Keep NUSL as
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